When you demand

a versatile, rugged and
secure mobile laboratory...

count on MRIGlobal to deliver.
MRIGlobal mobile laboratories and medical transport modules were
on the front lines in the fight against Ebola in West Africa.

Since 2002, MRIGlobal has been supplying

mobile laboratory solutions that are designed, fabricated,
and deployed specifically to meet any customer
requirements. These are more than just safe and secure
containers—they are modular, interchangeable systems
that provide high-quality analytical results in a broad
range of critical situations: clinical diagnostics, disease
outbreaks, accident sites, terrorist incidents, military
operations, natural disasters, or dangerous events
near population centers.

From transient crises to long-term situations for common
medically oriented problems, MRIGlobal’s mobile
laboratories are your most trusted and proven solution.

There is simply no match for the capabilities that an
MRIGlobal mobile laboratory can provide whether
you’re evaluating clinical specimens; environmental
and food samples; chemical, biological, radiological,
nuclear or explosive (CBRNE) samples—including
biometrics; chemical warfare agents (CWAs); toxic
industrial chemicals (TICs); or pathogens.

Fast and accurate detection
you can depend on
Time is the one resource you cannot afford to waste
when you need answers. That’s why the MRIGlobal
laboratory has been designed with expert readinessresponse capabilities to give you actionable
results within hours rather than within days.
MRIGlobal laboratories have been tested in the field
analyzing more than 200,000 samples to provide realtime forensic information—often deploying with several
hours advanced notice. So you can be sure these
laboratories—and the staff who build, maintain, and run
them—perform at the highest level to give you precise and
rapid analysis of target specimens as soon as you need it.
You won’t waste time with false alarms or unclear
results. Instead, you can focus on the precise
sources and causes—and deploy medical treatment
or other countermeasures quickly to save lives.

Built to go where
you need it,
when you need it
One of the key distinctions
of being the world leader
in mobile laboratories is
MRIGlobal’s wide range
of experience of having
to deploy quickly in a myriad of unique and changing
situations, including on-site clinical trial support and on-site
platforms for deployment of new diagnostic and laboratory
technologies. Each solution that MRIGlobal delivers is
customized to your unique circumstances.

KEY ADVANTAGES
• Modular solution with interchangeable parts
• Rapid crisis response aids in early detection of
emerging health threats
• Solidly built to serve for short- or long-term needs
• Purifies water, processes power, and gives
high-value analysis that is clear and actionable
• Early threat protection in hours rather than days
• Process control for baseline tracking and predictive
trace-level detections
• Open, honest interface for quality, schedule, and
cost standards

Find out more about the custom, modular
solution MRIGlobal will build for you.

Contact: Dean Gray, Ph.D.

Director, Intelligence, Surveillance,
and Reconnaissance (ISR) Division
Phone: (816) 753-7600 Ext. 1325 Direct: (816) 360-5223
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FACT SHEET
Snapshot of the Mobile
Laboratory Solution
• MRIGlobal has led the design, development, construction,
deployment, and operation of fully modular mobile
facilities and laboratories for over 10 years.
• MRIGlobal operates and maintains the high-fidelity
forensic mobile lab capability that provides gold-standard
results, source attribution, near-real-time answers, timely
support for mission decisions, and determination of
unknown materials.
• MRIGlobal is prepared to provide responsive support
to adapt and dedicate the mobile lab capability to
address an immediate public health crisis.
• These mobile facilities are discrete, rugged, industrystandard, and multi-purpose CONEX containers
designed for ease of transport. They are customized for
containment of pathogens and chemicals, analysis of
threat materials, living quarters, and work spaces.
• MRIGlobal mobile facilities are needed for their value to
support point of care diagnostic and health care services
in remote environments. These facilities leverage the
capability to support sustainable disease response
(diagnostic, containment, and transport); biosurveillance;
and force/health protection.
• Immediate response activities include the transfer of
capability to the relevant USG organization and the
establishment of contract mechanisms.
• MRIGlobal will modify/optimize existing facilities
and laboratories for bacterial and viral disease
diagnostic testing and patient transport under
containment conditions.

The MRIGlobal Mission

Capabilities
• A monthly average of 80 completed OCONUS (outside
contiguous United States) shipments
• Shipments covering 160 field orders of 850
individual pieces
• HAZMAT-trained and IATA (International Air
Transport Association)- and DOT-certified shipping
and transport personnel
• Shipments compliant with all U.S. Department of
Commerce EAR (Export Administration Regulations)
and Department of State International Traffic in Arms
Regulations (ITAR)
• All necessary licenses in place for all the items shipped
• Routine shipment of frozen and refrigerated items, and
maintaining these conditions during shipment
• Special agreements in place with several transport
companies providing rapid delivery to OCONUS sites
(typically 3 to 7 days) and shipment capabilities via land,
sea, or air
• Instruments and methods include Next Generation
Sequencing, PCR, ELISA, and DNA for biological
materials; hand-held analysis devices; wet chemistry,
XRD, FTIR, Raman, GC/MS, LC/MS, LC/MS/MS, IC-MS,
ICP/MS, and element-specific test kits for chemical and
explosive analyses; and detectors for radiological
and nuclear materials

Quality Assurance
MRIGlobal has a robust QC/QA system to address the
quality requirements of our clients and their projects.
•
•
•
•

Independent Quality Assurance Unit (QAU)
FDA GMP and GLP compliant (21 CFR 210/211 and 58)
ISO 9001:2008 certified
QAU audits, informing PI/management of regulatory
status of projects
• Internal SOPs offering full compliance with
federal agencies

Proven Expertise
To use science and technology to create solutions
for a safer, healthier, more sustainable world.
We achieve our mission through a dedicated workforce
committed to quality.

Since 2002, MRIGlobal has been designing, constructing,
equipping, and staffing portable chemical biological
explosives and biometric laboratories around the world.
MRIGlobal’s mobile laboratories have analyzed more
than 200,000 samples providing real-time forensic
information to protect people and the health of the
surrounding environment.
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